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The Apollo:Soyuz Test Project (ASTPA which:flew. in July 1975, amused
considerable public interest; first, becauSe the space rivals of the late` 1950's
and 196p's were working together in a joint endeaVor., and second, because
their efforti included develoPing a space rescue systom. The ASTP
also included scientific experiMents, the results of which can he
used in teaching biolo y, physics, and mathematics in schools and colleges.,

This series of pamphlets diseussing the Apolld-Soyiiz mission and experi-
ments. is a set of curriculum supplements designed for teathers, supervisors,,
curriculum sPecialiits, and textbook writers as well as for the general
Neither textbooks' nor cour(es of stuay, these pamphlets are intended to

!provide a rich source of ideas, examples of the-scientific. method, pertinent '!

referencei to standard textbooks, and clear descriptions of space experiments.
a sense, they may be regarded as a pioneering form of teadhingaid.,Seldom

has there been suck, a forthright effort to provide; directly to teachers...
cuffieulum-relevaht reports of current scientific research:". high school f,.
teachers,'WhO reviewed the/texts suggested that; dvanced stUdents who are

hit be
the texts

mig assigned to study one pamphlet and report on it Id the rest
of the class. After class discussion, students might be assigned (without,
access to the pamphlet) one or more of the "QUestions for Discussion;: for
formal or informal answers, -thus stressing the application of what was
preViously covered in the pamphlets.

The authors of these pamphlets are Dr. Lou Williams.Page, a geologist, and
Dr. Thornton Page, an astrono er. Bothlpve taught science at seyeral
universities and have published 4 books on science for Schools; colleges, and

, the general reader, including recent one orr space science:
Technical asiistance to the/Pages was ploVided by the Apoll-Soyuz

Progiam scientist, Di. R. TKoinas and -.by. Richard: R. Baldwin,
ntgomely, members of the group at

in Houston which organized the
hed theii reports of experimen-

t

rsities throughout the United
They suggested changes- in
Unfamiliar to stud,ents, -and

W. Wilson Lauderdale, and Susan N.
the NASA Lyftdon B. Johnson Spac
scientistsparticipation in the ASTP
tal results.

Seleeted teacheks fromtkgh
.' States reviewed the pamph ets in draffrform

wording, the addition of a glossary of to
improvemenis in diagrams. A list of the teacherS and of the scientific. inves-
tigators ',who reviewed the texts for accuracy. follows thiS Preface,

This set of Apollo-Soyuz pamphlets was initiated and coordinate4 by Dr.
Fred ric*B. Tuttle, DireCtor of Educational PrograMs, and was supported by

:the N SA Apollo-Soyuz Program Office, by Leland J. Casey, Aerospace,
Engineer for ASTP, and by William D. Nixon, 'Educational Programs
Officer, all of 'NASA Headquarters in Washington, D.C. .
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reviewed the draft copies; to the NASA specialist's who' provided diagiami
and ,photbgraPhs; and to .1. K. Holcomb, Headquarters Director of ASTP.:
operations anff Chester M. Lee, ASTP PiOgrain Director at HeidqUarters,
'whose interest in this educational' endeaVormade thii pOlicationPotsibre.
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yeachers -

And Scientific investigators
Who Revievied the Text

Harold. L. Adair, 'Oak Ridge NatiOnal Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
Lynette Aey,, Norwich'free Academy, Norwich,- Con n. .

J. Vernon Bailey, .NASA Lyndon B. Johnsonace Center, tiouston,2Tex.
Stuart Bowyer; University of California at Berkeley, Berkeley,. Calif.
Bill Wesley Brown, California; State University at Chico, Chico, Calif.
.Ronald J. Bruno,'Creighton Preparatory School, Omaha, Nebr.

Budinger, University of California at Iterkeley, Berkeley, Calif.
Robert Western States Chiropractic College, Portland, Oreg.
;B. Sue Criswell; Baylor College of Medicine, Houston, Tex.
T. M. Donahne, Universiti, of Michigan, An Arbor, Mich.
David W. Eckert, Greater Latrobe Senior High School,. Latrobe, Pa.
Lyle N. Edge, BlancoHigh School, Blanco, Tex.
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Wendy Hin*; North Shore Hebrew. Academy, Great Neck, N.Y.
Tim C. Ingoldsity,Vdcfside High. School, Omaha, Nebr.,
Robert H. Johns, Acidemy of the New. Church,.Bryn Athyn, Pa.
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The diation Hazard in Spacecraft
. After 4 years of preparation by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space

Adminisiration (NASA) and the U.S.S.R. Academy of science's, the Apollo
and Soyuz spacecraft were launched on July 15, 1975. Two days later
at 16:09 Greenwich mean time on Judy 17, after Apollo maneuvered Into
the same orbit as Soyuz, the two spacecraft were docked, The astronauts
and .cosjuonauts then met for the first international handshake in space,
and each crew entertained the other crew (one at a time) at a meal' f typical
American or Rtissian food: These activities and the phys' ies' of reaction

, motors, orbits around the Earth, and weightlessness (zero-g) are described
more fully in Pamphlet I, "The Spacecraft, Their Orbits, and' ocking'2
(EP -133).

Thirty-four experinient* were performed while Apollo and Soyuz were in
orbit: 23 by astronauts, 6 by cosmonauts, and 5 jointly. These experiments
in 'space were selected from 161 proposalS from scientists'in nine different
countries. They are listed by number in Pamphlet I, and grqups of two or'
more are described in detail in. Pamphlets II through IX (EP-134 through
EP -141, respectively). Each experiment was directed by a Printipal Investi-
gator, assisted by several go7Investigators, and the detailed scientific results

Ihave been published by NASA. in 'two reports: the Apolici-Soyliz 'fest>
Project Preliminary Science Report (NASA TM X-58173) and the Apd116-
Soyuzlest Project Summary Science Report (NASA SP-412). The simplified
accounts given in these spamphletS Have been reviewed by the Principal
Investigators or one of the Co-Investigators.

planners of the early NASA space missions worried about 'damage from
meteors and the dangers of returning to Earth at high speed through the
atmosphere. When these hazards were Avoided (by meteor shields and abla-:
tive heat shields), the next concern was the effect of weightleSsitess on
astronauts. After the Skylab 3 astronauts spent 84 WeightleSs days inOrbit,
thiS anxiety passed. ..

Recent evidence shows that the `.'radiation hazard": may be of more .

Concern in long sPaceflights. "Radiation" is used here to mean the bom-
bardment by high-energy particlescosmic rays in outer space and high-,..
speed protons, and electrons in the Van Allen belt about 320 to 32 400
kilometers above the Earth's surface. This 'radiation' is hazardous not only to':
astronauts and other !hang organisms in the spacecraft but also to electronic
equipment and instruments.

TwoApollo-Soytiz Test Project experiments are described in this pam-
phlet, Experiment MA-106, QuantitatiVe Observations of Light Flash Sensa-
tions (flashes seen by "blindfolded'.' wgs"supervised by T..F.
Budinger of the Lawrence Berkelev Laboratory at the University of talifor-



nia. He was assisted by t 1 Co- Investigators. Experiment MA-107, Biostack
III, was a German experiment supervised by Horst Bucker of the Biophysics
Space Research GrOup at the UniversitY of Frankfurt. He was assiated by 32
Co-Investigators *m Wese.Germany, France, and the United States.' Bio-
stack III was the third -in,a series otexperiments to measure the effects of
cosmic raysbn spores, seeds, and eggs, (Biostack I was citified on Apollo 16
in April 1972 and Bidstack II was carried on Apollo 17 in December 1972.)

A: Incoming Particles Verskis
the. Earth's Magnetic Field
Cosmic rays are Charged particles (ions) moving at high Velocity and coming
in'toward the Earth froM Mid irections. Scientists haVe found that many of the
lower speed cosmic-ray particles come from the Sim. These are called-solar
cosmic rays.. They are probably blown out of the Sun by violent exPloSions.
MUch, slower protonsnd electronsthe "solar wind"---7are streaming con -
tinuously out of the Sun in large numbers. The, higher energy cosmic rays
coming from all other difections probably originate in our Milky. Way Galaxy
and are called galactic cAmic rays.' They pass right through spacecraft at a
rate of 2.particIeskinz hr. All these particles are de/laced by she Earth's '
magnetic field: the slow, light ones are deflected more than the, fast, heavy,

. galactic cosmic-ray particles.
.

The Earth has a magnetic field' soiliewhat like.t at of a large bar magnet or
'"rnagnetiE dipole." There is a region ound the Eart here a compass needle
will point along the magneticline of force represente by the dashetilines in
Figure 1.1. Of Course, there is n ar magnet inside the Earth. The Earth's mag

'netistn is thought to arise. from currents in the molten core due to the Earth's ro-
tation (although the magnetic dipole is inclined 13° to the rotation axis). :The
magnetic field strength about 500 millrg (50 x 10-6 teSla)'at the surface
and the strength rapidly: decreases outwardly (r proportion to llr4, where r is
the distance from the Earth's center). Other pl ets also have magnetic fields;
but those of Mercury, Venus, and Mug (arid the Moon) are much Smaller.'

' Mercury's. magnetic field is about 1 percent of the Earth's and the magnetic
fields of Venu4 and Mars are nearly fero."Jupiter and Saturn, haVe much

'stronger magnetic fields (4000 milligauss,, or 400 x 10-6 tesla, at the surface),
probably because they are rotating faster than the Earth.

'Project Physics, Secs. 14.2,14.13; PSSC, Secs. 22-1, 2I-3;-and ESCPrSeek.3-1 I to 3-13.
(Throughout this pamphlet, references will be getri ki key topics, covered in these three standard
textbOoks: "Project PhysicS," second edition, Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1975;."Phy:sical
Science Study omTittee". (PSSC), fourth editiOn; D.C. Heath:. 1976; and "Investigating the
Earth" (ESCP), Houghton Mifflin Coinpany, 1973.)

-



The direction of travel of a charged particle.(ion) is changed by the.ma'gnetic
field.2 .The cosmic ray in the upper right of Figure 1.1 thus is deflected
downwaid. Such deTlectiOns .4 cosmic rays)produce the "latitude effect;:
cosmic rays are more intense at high latitudes (north and south) than near °
the Equator.

Deflections of slower moving ionsthe protons and electrons in the solar
windare larger, and the Earth's magnetic field has "captured" many of them
in the Van Allen belt3 (named after physicist James VanAllen of the; iniversity
of Iowa, who discovered it from measurements on the Explbrer 1 satellite in
1958). The'cutaWay view of Figure .1.1 shows the doughnut-lhaped regions

.where protons and electrons are oscillating north and south aloti the magnetic
lines of force (ctashed lines). These charged particles, spiral aroutufthe lines
of force at speeds .of several kilometers per second and are reflected back
where the lines, of force get close together near the magnetic poles. There
are: no sharp, boundaries to the regions where protons and electrons are
ac anillatin$, but the whole Van Allen belt is between 320 and 32 400
kilomete6 altitude and extends all around the Earth. The peak iritensitY
of protons, occurs at about 3600 -kilometers altitude, where the protons
have energies of more than 10 megaelectronvolts and a flux of more than'
.10 000/cm2 sec: Because of the intensity of this "radiation"radiation" in the Van Allen
belt, this region of space is by ar,the most hazardous to living organisms (and '..°
to sensitive instruments) in spacecraft. (The NASA Pioneer 10 mission found
the similar radi4tion belt of Jupiter to be several thousand times more intense.) ".

'Project Physics, Sec. 14.13; PSSC, Secs. 22.4, 22-6.
'Project Physics, SecA.142i,P'SSC, Secs. 22-1, 22 -3.
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I
The Earth's magnetic field is not as simple as the diagram in Figure 1:1 would

suggest. Its outer regions are affected by the solar wind, and the " Magneto-
sphere"the region of the upper atmosphere that is dothinated by tthe Earth's
magnetic fieldhas a "shockfront" facing into the wind (more or less toward

, the Sun) and a "tail" stretching downwind. More important for Earth ''
Satellites' such as Apollo-Soyuz, the Earth's magnetiC field has a "dent"
over. the Atfantic Ocean just east of Brazil that causes the ,Van Allen belt to
bulge downward toward the Earth's surface in aregion called the South Atlantic
Anoinaly. This irregularity in the magnetic field produces a segion of very
intense radiation in the lower part of the Van Allen belt there (about 1090 times
more intentse than in nearby Space). NASA scientists have learned that some

instrumenfs on spacecraft give erroneous readings while they are in theSouth
Atlantic AnoMaly. NASA's Skylab, iifa 444-kilometer altitude, went through it
regularlY. Apollo-Soyuz was below itai.adaltitude of 222 kilometers, where the
radiation dose was .almost 10 times less than at the Skylab altitude.

RacliatiOn Effects on Instruments
Phbtographic film iii cameras, most of t e electronic' equipment in spacicraft,
and sensitive instruments designed to d tect x-rays or fif-ultraviolet.lightare

affected by Van Allen belt radiation and cosmic rays. The detectO s

themselves may 'give false eounts beca\ise a faSt proton or cosmic ray s

recorded., ;(This problenh is avoided by u. ing "anticoincidence dountgrs"
see Pamphlets II and III.) Photographic Im is fogged by the radiation, an
electronic parts; .such.'as semiconducto or discharge tubes; may give
tthwanted pulses of current Valse counts) when cosmic rays 'or:high-speed

- protons :pass through them. Long exposur can permanently damage some
electronic parts and can also fog Photograph c film so that it is unusable : This

can be partly prevented by shielding. On the Icing Skylab Missions, film was
kept in a cabinet that had thick metal sides, 11 e a bank Vault. On most space

areinstruments, the electronics a shielded by tal containers. The spacecraft
also Provides sorrie shielding for everythi inside. ThiS shielding can be

:-. effective against.' Van Allen belt electrons;an1 most of the medium-speed



,protons.. However, most of the cosmic rays penetrate a few' centimeters of
metal; and the feW that are absorbed create "secondaries"often high-
energy gamma rays. This makes tbe exposure of astronauts and other living
organisms near metals in `a §pacecraft very complicated..

C Biological Effecti .-
When "radiation (high-energy protons and cosmic rays as well as gamina
rays or x-rays) is absorbed in living cells, it ionizes atoms or moledules in the
cell and may disorganize or kill the cell, The loss of a few. cells. in a large
organism such as a humad usually doesn't matter. Long exposure: may do
.harm, however, and for that reason x-ray technicians and astronauts usually
Wear photographic badges that show how much exposUre they .1have
accumulated: Theoverall biological dainage is measured in "rads." One rad
(radiation absorbed dose) is equivalent to 10-5 joules of energy absorbed

. ^ per grath,of tissue.., For humans, the lethal dose is aboin 400 rads. 'Hospital
x-ray ,photoaraphs give less than 0.01 rad and astronauts on long space
missions So far accumulated only,3 or 4 rads; which hash() significant
effect. Htrever, on future missionsof much longer' duration, cosmic-ray
dosage may be a serious matter:

The biological damage by, a single coSmic-ray particle is measured by its
"lineaf-energy transfer" (LET), which is.the cosmic-ray energy absorbed per
micrometer of cells orliving tissues penetrated. The LET 'is larger for higher
energy, highly charged particles, In space, the important cosmic rays are the
heavy onesthe nuclei of carbon, nitrogen; and oxygen (atorns of atomic
weight A stripped of all Z electrons)that have kinetic energies E of many
millions of electronvolts (see-Pamphlet II). These rays have an LET of 10
keV/p,mor larger (LET is proportional to Z2E/A).

One unexpected biological effect of cosMic rays was the occurrence of
"light flashes," first reported, byAstronaut'Edwin "Buzz" Aldrin on the
Apollo 11 mission to the Moon in July 1969. He reported seeing the flashes
with his eyes closed. Other astronauts reported the flashes, and they were
counted and timed on later Apollo and Skylab missions. As noted inection
2, several complicated explanations have been proposed by biologiits and
physicists. (Actually, C. A. Tobias of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory had
predicted in 1954 that cosmic'rays would produce flashes in astronaut's eyes,
but few' soientists remembered his prediction.) .



QuestiprisjorDiscusticin .

(Cosmic Rays; -Ivlagnetic Fieldi, Shielding)

- . 1. If yoti.wanted to dekribe onecosmic ray, completely, what characteris
tics would' you list?

i. Why is, there no. Van ,Allen belt around the planet Venus?

3. Some racks were magnetized by the Earth's magnetic field 0:they were
-formed. Measurements.ihow That the magnetic field has changed in ,strength
and direction dufing the past 500 million years:, What cRuld cause this?

4. If the Earth'g atmosphere were much higher,..what would haPpen to the
Van Allen belt?

5. Which would shield photographic filM in a. spacecraft better: a
1-centimeter thickness of afuniihum or a 1..eentimeter thicimess of lead?

6. A 2000-Megaelectronvolt cosmic ray: has an LET o'f 'ro keV/Am. If this
ray were to pass through your head, how:nufh tnergY would lima' the
cosmic ray?

17



Li:ght Flashes 'in the' Eyes.
.QtAstronititi

1 The flashes of light, as reported by the astronauts; have various shapes (Fig.
2. 1 ). The variety of,shapes complicates their explanation. The simplest idea is
that a cosmic ray passes through the eye's "detector" (the retina) and ionizes
a few, atoms. or molecUles,, which results in a signal- iiisthp optic nerve. The
SIgnal is interpreted by the brain as a "single star" (upper right in Fig- ,2.1); or
perhaps a."comma." The "diffuse - cloud'' flashes, however, would seem to
be something different.

Short streak

/
,o .

LOng:streak..,
(ttiin lfne
of lightY

Hotdog ,
(wi(le lint
a light)

't

Double streak

.Star.
(single light

point)

'Double star
(double

light points)

,

Conima
(teardrop
shape)

Cloud
k. (diffuse)

-Snow
more than
five 'short
streaks) .

thaPe4 and sizes of light flashes noted. In space and In cYclotrOn expdrimenti. ,



One theory propoSed by G. G.-Fazio, a Harvard astronomer, is that The
diffuse - cloud, flash is "Cerenlcov radiation" produced in the astronaut's
eyeball. Cerenkoy radiation is a "shock wave" of light emitted when a
particle traveling near the speed of light c. (3 x 108 m/sec) enters a substance
in which the speed of, light isslower than the.speed of the particle. (In glass, or
plastic, or the human eyeball; lighetravels.alnit 40-percent slower than e.)

.

For the vitreous humor in the human, eye, Cerenkov radiation would be.
produced whenever a 5000-megaelearonvolr cosmic ray passed into iti-The
resulting flash should fill the entire eyeball: It would be out of focus because
the vitreous humor is located between the lens and the retina. Stich out-of-
focus flashes could account for the reporiedi"diffuse ,olouds.'!

fik third explanation of the flashes, proposed by T. F. andinger of the
Laivience Berkeley Laboratory, involves a nuclear reaction between high-
energy protons and the nuclei of atoins in the retina (carbon, nitrogen, and
Oxygen). Such nuclear collisions produce hrgh-speed alpha particles (helium:
nuclei) at the rate of one He for each 250'000 provtOns entering the eye,
Budinger's calculations show that when Skylab passed through. the South

' Atlantic Anomaly, the intensity of high-energy 'protons inside the spacecraft
would produte en alpha particles per minute in the two eyes of an astronaut,
just as reporte Sec.,,211). These alpha particles. have mass and energy high
enough to produce stars and streaks (Fig.'2.1), whereas the Van Allen helt

_protons themselves pass through the eyes unnptieed:
In summary., there .are,probably at least thiee causes of, light flashes in

h- astronauts! eyes: (I). ,ionization in the :retina' bY high-mass cosmic rays; (2)__
Cerenkov' radiation in the eyeball by highmass, very high Cosmic
rays; and (3) ionization in the retina by alpha, particles produced bynucledr

,collisions with highl:energy Van Allen trI4,protons.

Laboratory Experiments With
4 Flashes in the Eyes

I% I,
T. F MI:linger, the Principal Investigator for Experimatit MA-106,.and C. A.
Tobias, the Co-Jnvestigator, conducted a series of experiments using high,
energy ions from a cyclotron' at Berkeley. Theyknew exactly which ions were
in the4 artificial cosmic rays and exactly how much ..energy they had in a

o narrow beam. Several .Berkeley physiciSts volunteered as subjects. Each was
blindfolded for 15 minutes or more (to adapt his eyes tp darkness) and then
given a few short litirsts of high-energy ions through the eyes' and head at
specific plaees. Buclinger found thatsfiring the ions through the brain or optic
nerve did not produce flashes but that firing them through the eye did. The
speed (energy) of the ions was not high enough to prodUce Cerenkoy radia

to



tiOn;lherefore, Budinger and Tobias concluded thaf ionization in therretina
was the main cause of the Light flashes in the, eyes-of the astronants..

tOunts of Flashes in Spacecraft
The explanatiOn of the light flashes and their different shapes is still upeiear.
audinger thinks that,Some of the flashes may come from light, emitted by
atoms near the retinalhat have been excitepi by the passing cosmic ray, as well
ai-from ionization in the retina. In Earthlorbiting spacecraft. such as Skylatk,
where Astronaut. Bill Pogue saw about 8 flashes per minute while passing
through 'the South Atlantic Anomaly, there.are obviously many diffeireik
kinds of ions.(protons and heavy iniclei) passing through the eye. On Apollo
flights to the Moon, far from Earth, there should be mostly heavy nuclei: and

..the,Apollo astronauts avdtaged 2 flashes per Minute.
Apollo-SOyuz was in a much ;lower orbit than Skylab and p8sed under-

neatlfthe South Atlantic Anomaly., It was expected, that careful couiiiing
would shoW.the cosmic-ray latitude effect aithe spacecraft moved the

Eqdator to 51.8° N and then to 51.8° S latitude.

Experiment'MAA06
The MA-106 scientists wanted timed counts ant descriptions of the flashes
and separate measurements of thecosmic-ray.intensity near each astronaut's
head. They wanted to check the astronaut's adaptation to darkness by measur-
ing the faintest light that he could see just befPre the Counting started. Ail this
was accomplished with the equipment shovikin Figure 2.2. Two astronauts
were flirter with light;tight masks, each wish Huicrophone in front of/the
mouth and a small,:controllable light ( "diode') in front of one eye. The two .,

Men were placed so that their heads were beside_two cosmic-tray detector.
boxes, and.they held pushbuttons to press each time that they saw a flash. The
third astronaut oPerated the light controls and a tape, recorder that recorded
each astronaut's pushbutton count and his verbal description of the flash and
the counts of cosmic' rays from the two detector boxes: In effect, me 's eyes
were calibrated as cosmic-ray detectors!

In edth detector box, there were two;kinds,of cosmic-ray detec rs. One
was provided by the GerMan Co-Investigators, who had invented it at the
Nuclear Physics Institute in Frankfurt.. It uses small wafers of silver chloride
(AgCI) ct;Ystals doped with cadmium (Cd). Each AgCI(Cd) wafer was I by2
by 0.3 centimeters. CoSmic rays have been found to leave -"latent tracks" in
AgCI(Cd) that can, be developed like photographic film. However, the uncle:
veloped tracks disappear in -a few minutes unlesS they are "froien in" by
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Light-emitting'diode
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Silicon telescope- spectrometer
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Crystal detector selection.
Dark adaption levels

'Data:recorder
.

Experiment-MA-108 layout.

shining hilt on'the crystal. Then, when the crystal is 4yeloped, the tracks
made while the light was on (and no others) will show as black lines. The
thickness and graininess of the linesfshow roughly the ion type and speed or
energy.,

The AgCI(Cd) wafers were put in four small boxes, one orTeach side of .a)
small electric lamp in each box. One lamp was turned on while Ap011o-Soyuz
was at 50° N latitude, second One while the spacecraft was near the' Equator,
a third, one near the Soth Atlantic Anomaly; and the last one over the-Picin01.
-Ocean, all during one orbie+while the astronauts were 6ounting flashes. After--
Apollo-Soyuz splashed down, the crystals (still in their light-tight boxes)
were sent to Frankfurt for developinent and anal sis.

--



The seco Cjiet)1 ectorwas a cosmic-ray telescope developed by the Principal
InveStigator angi Co-Investigaters at the University of California at Berkeley.
This detector depends on thereffect of a cosmic ray'Pafsing through a silicon:
solid-state junction. The effect is a pulse (count) in the electric current flowing
through the jnnction. Budinger made a strip-Shaped junctioti(top of Fig. 2.3)
that 'detected a cosmic. , ray anywhere in its 17-millimeter length and
3-millimeter width. He put four of these detector strips op each 'of four
0.,3millimeter-thick'silicon Wafers. He used two of these wafers crossed at a

' 907 angle, as shown in Figure 2.3, to measure x and y Where the cosmic ray
entered the top of the telescoPel That is.? if he got a p4,1se on the x = 3 strip and
a pulse on the y strip, the cosmic ray entered-somewhere in the square
patch labeled13,1.

Junction
Electric leads

Y-water
Top view of
crossed x-y wafers, . Electrit

leads.

')(-water

Cos is
ray

Ciossed wafers

Telescope'
(side view)

opper plate

Cross&J wafers

Costhic-ray Telescope, for Experiment Mp 106. Figure 2.3



At the bottom of the telescope, 15 millimeters below, was another pair of
x-y wafers, and a cosmic .ray is shown going through x = 1, y = 4 there.
Between the two 'pairs of wafers was a5-millimeter slab. of copper that
reduced the coimic-ray kinetic energy E by an amount AE that depends. on the
cosmic -ray charge Z and its energy 1/2 AO', where A is the ion mass in atomic
units and v velocity. TherefOre,, the pulse sizes (larger from the -top
crossed Wafers and smaller from the-lower crossed wafers) gave an estimate of ,.
the kind of cosmic ray that passed, as well as its direction. The smallest
detectable pulse (giving a count) corresponded to ar LET of 10 keV/p,m (such
as nitrogen nuclei with 4006.thegaelectronvolts of energy).

yCi

t MA-106 Results
.

Light Flashes and. Cosmic-Ray Intensity

Figure 2,4

A 'Olot of Apollo-SOyuz orbit number, 1 1 1 around the. Earth from 15:00 to
16:35 Chin' on July 22, 1975, is shown in Figure 2.4, EaChorthe -82 flashes
reported by the two blindfolded astronauts is plotted: by one of the five
symbolsliSted on the left. There are.42 star flashes, .1 supernova; 26 streaks or
"hotdogs,"' and 13 commas. Note that there were feW flashes reported near
the South Atlantic Anomaly (SAA) or anywhere near the Equator MQSt of the

)d
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Orbit trick and locations of reported light flashes in Experiment MA-108.
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flasheSWZTe seen betWeen 30' 'and 50° N latitude and between 30° and 50° S
latitude. Apollo-Soy uz at 222 kilometers altitude wos clearly below the So Uth
Atlantic AnomalY, d the cosmic rays that cause flashes are more frequent
far from the Equator, ex cted front the latitude effect. Figure 115 shows a
plot. of the measured inte y of cosmic rays with' LET larger than 15 ke Vhim
compared to the .nurnbers of flashes reported' by the: astronauts in each
3-minute swnent of the 90-minute duration of the experiment:The two peaks
are the high latitudes Of. Apollo,Soyuz at 15:06 and 15:52 GMT: The match is
fairly good and shows that the light flashes are:caused by lhe high-energy
cosmic rays that dre deflected in toward the north and south magnetic poles of
the Earth.

Counts of
flashes in
each 3 min

Cosmic-ray intensity compared with astronadt's counts of flashes on Apollo-
Soyuz orbit 111.



Questions for DisCussion
(Flashes, Cosmic RayS)

7. If the astronauts had started counting,. flashes without waiting for their
eyes to become adapted to the darkness, what errors might:haze been made jnc
their reports? `!. '

8. While Apollo -Soyuz was between`3'0° and 51../3° lad de((north or South),.
the astronauts reported 34 stars, I supernova, 7 commas, and 21 streaks in
about 63 minutes. .Whiile .hetween 30' N and 30° S latitude,. they reported 8
stars, 6 commas,. and 5 streaks in about, 30 minutes. On the way to the Moon,
far from Earth, Apollo astronauts counted 2 or 3 flashes pey minUte. What can
be concluded about cosmic rays and flashes frOm these 'nuMbers?

9. The cosmic-1.0,telescoPe:detected rays that passed through both'pairs of
crossed waferS. What :cosmic rays did it Miss? 4 7

10.1f the number of flashes per minute had been much highel, what kind of
error might have been made in the astronauts', reports?

,11. The artificial cosmic rays used in the laboratory so far to prodtice light
flashes are. not of high enough energy and mass to produce Cerenkov radia-.

,tion. If higher energies and mass are used someday,. what results would you
expect?



-..COsiriqROYEffecth."
Bacterial Spores, Seeds,
.and'Egg

Sinall organisms can be carried abOard spacecraft.in large, numbers, mil the'
etfects of costhic rays on them can be measured statistically. Furthetmore; it
.1Spo_ssible to cottnt the aetual number of cfismic-ray'`` hits," rather thaa'jugi<
measure the cosmic ray intensity near anastronaut's head, as was done in the
Light Flail) Eiperinient: In the Biostack III.Experiment (MA-107), individual
cosmic rays were tracked through layers oftacterial spores, small seeds, and
eggs interleaved with:. layers of AgCl-Cryst4. wafers, speciaWastic, and
Special photographic film that registeied where eFii cosmic -ray particle
passed.

The objective of Experiment =107 was to dtermine thedamage caused
by cosinic,ray hjts on these small living organisms, especially the changes
Imutatlims) in thy' organisms as they grew in the laborato6 after the mission.
From these studies, we hope to learn what damage cosinio,rays may do to men
and women on long spaceflights. The-Principal Investigator, Hoist Wicker,
had 32 Co-Investigators who:mere experts in various biological fields
spores, baeteiikibultiplicationmutations, development of seeds, growth of
plants, and deVelopment of e s and insects as well as experts on cosmic
rays.'

HZE Particles
The most damaging cosmic-ray particles are those with high electric charge
(high Z, the atomic number) and high kinetic energy E. When such High Z,.
High-t (HZE) particles pass throtigh a substance, th'ey leave a large amount
energy along :their traCk---energy that ionizes the, atoms and disrupts
molecules. In some plastics', the material along the track is so changed that it
can be ';'.etched" out by'sollium hydrcixide (NaOH; a strong alkali); leaving a
thin tittle* along the track,The HZE tracks can also be seen on nuclear track
emulsion (a special photographic film) after it is developed. (The silver

,:tt chloride, AgCI, 45 broken into silVei. (Ag) and chlorine (CI) along the track,
,..and the silver.particres Ahow.blaa on the developed filTh.) The entuision is

spread thickly (0.6 millimeter): on the film, and physicists can setAthe HZE
,tracks in a microscope as little black lines at various angles though the
emulsion. As noted in Section 2C, large crystals of AgCl(Cd),afio record

:HZE tracks while they are illtiniinated with yellow light.
The. MA-107 scientists used all these methods torecbrd UZE tracks through

a sealed stack of 277 wafers about 10 centimeters in diameter (Fig. 3,;1). The
height of the stack was 12.5 centimeters, and the sheets of st5ores; seAls,- and
eggs were interleaved with cellulose nitrate plastic (Crt1), polycAtonate
plastic (Lexah), and nuclear-track photographic, film. Figure 3.2 s ws
small part of the stack in Container A. Each of the two layers labeled 13 has



,..Figure 3:1 Most

7
1'

III Container A and 'Centiliter B for Experinient.MA-107:

a single' layer of seeds embedded. in polyvinyl alcohol (a kind of glue). The
etched track in the CN 'sheets showed the path of an HZE particle through the
s ck. The Zaparticleoften passed through one Or more spores, seeds, or
eg , as sh .4 in Figure 3.2. The size of the etehed tracks on CN and Lexam
show e energy and approximateZ (ion charge). The photographic eintil-
Sion detected lower energy tracks, and the AgCl(Cd)crystals, in Container B .
recorded the lowest energy cosmic rays ,(1 keV/Am. LET). The crystals
shoi.ved that1500.cosmiC. rays passed through each square centimeter of the

11.Poll&Spacecraft during the 217 hourS that it was in orbit. .

E/ However, of these 1500 cosmic raysicm2, only 1 percent were HZE
particles (with Z. greater than that prOdUced wide tracks in the CN etched
with NaOH. It is this .1 percent tha expected to cause damage, rather than. '-

either the lower energyprotons (Z = 1) or the alpha particles (Z = :ROM

the different numbers of tracks, in the crystals, photographic film, and etched
plastic, Bucker and his COTInVestigators were able tbestiniate the spectrum of
the cosmic-ray energies Plotted in Figure 3.3. They also counted "disintegra-
tion stars" like the one shown in Figure 3).4; where an atomic nucleus
exploded (upon capturing a pion), resulting in many short traCks,(100 to 200
Micrometers) going in all directions. There were about 3500 of thesestars per

18 .



cubic centimeter of photographic emulsion, and presumably about the same
number (undetected) per cubic centimeter of spores; seeds, and eggs. Because
these disintegration stars release nuclear energy, they are thought to damage
living organisms like HZE particles do.

Part of Biostack III Container A with cosmic-ray track.
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Disintegration-star tracks magnified 500

B Mapping the HZE Hits
The Frankfurt scientists built a -very accurate. "mierorti anipulator" ith
which they could pick up spores of 1-micrometer size and place droplets of
NaOH on a partly etched cosmic-ray track with a precision of 0.1 rnicgorpeter.
They had microscopes arranged-to measure ancl coordinates on the plastic.
sheets and films to an accuracy of 0.1 microns

The principle of mapping the HZE tracks through several sheets of plastic
and two layers of seeds is shown in Figure 3.2. Because the NaOH used too:
etch the HZE tracks in the plastic would kill the seeds, the seed layers were
sealed between two, lastic sheets while, the sheets were etched in NaOH for 18
hours. This etching proces'd started a small conical hole in the plastic surface
wherever an HZE particle had passed:through: With the microminipulator,
the scientists then Put droplets bf NaOH into the hole to make it deeper and
deeper, until it almost reached' the seed on the other side of the plastic
(Fig. 3.5). This process was repeated for about 3000 tracks on 35 sheets and
enabled the scientists to identify 186 seeds and 409 eggs hit by HZE particles.
The spores were so small, that when the scientists measured the distance
from the center of the spore to the nearest HZE track, they found more
than 400 spores within 10 micrometers of a track; 22 of them were within
1 micrometer.
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Figure 3.5 EtCh cone ot an HZE4rartIcle track InCN, catered With Arabldopsis thallana
seeds in polivinil alcohol (PVA).

C MA-107 Resiilts on Biological Damage
From HZE Hits.
After a spore, seed, or egg w identified as having been "hit," it was
carefully removed with the mic rnanipulatOr. The spores were Placed in a
known place (x andl measured) n a nutrient jelly. Some of the seeds were
planted, and all the eggs were incu ated to hatch. Two control groupsone of
spores, Seeds, and eggs from Biost ck III that were not' near an HZE track and

one cthat remained. in Frankfurt du rig the flightLwere handled in the same
way.

The MA-107 scientists were aw that factors other than the 'WE: hits
might affect the spores.,:, 'seeds, an eggs.. For instance, they might hive.
become disrupted by one qt die disintegration stars (Fig. 3.4), or have
been hie.bY loW7energy cosmic rays, or have been affected by weightlessness
(Pamphlets tand VII) for 9 days in Apollo-Soyia. Theft was also the chanCe
that the HZE hit did not pass through a vital part of the Spore, .seed, or egg.

Like limn)+, biological experiments, this experiment, had to be statiitical,
combining the effects observed on many individuals to give'the probability of
damage iron' an HZE hit:This, iswhy such a large numyber of. small organisms
(about 5 x 109 spores, 23 000 seeds, and 30 000 eggs) were carried on
Apollo-Soyuz.



Manipulation ®d growth of a single Bacillus subtilii spore. The spore to be
removed is shoim at the end of the needle in (a);'the spore has been removed
In (b). Increasing incubation times to'250 minutes are shown in (c)., (d), and (e).

. and tIVe colony after 24 hours is shownin (f).

Figure 3z6
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The spores were .single-cell "eggs" of Bacillus subillis bacteria. Wheh
"planted" in warm nutrient jelly, they normally produce a colony of bacteria
that multiply rapidly 'after a few hours (Fig. 3.6). The fractiOn of spores that
forMed ccilOnies is plotted in Figure 3.7 against the distance from an HZE
track. Only 68 percent of the 22 spores that were. less than 1 micrometer froth
an HZE track were ablerto, form colonies, ,v1Veas 89 to 90 perCent of the 50
spores in the control groups formed colonies:- The fact that 50 spores carried
on ApollO-Soyuz (but located more than 50 micrometers from any. HZE track)
performed just like 50 spores in the ground - control group shoWs that no other
factor affected theriti.

Ninety seeds of the Zea mays plant were hit, by HZE particlesillpd 17 of
these were planted inimediately. (The others were grown later.) Fifteen'
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Figure 3.7 Percentage ot.spores forming colonies.
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plants sprouted, but five of them had sMaller lenVes than the 64 cOntrol.plarits.
Eighteen seeds of ar%other plant (Arabidopsii chaliana) were hit, but these
young plants showed no significant diffeeences_frorn the control plantS.

Most of the eggs hit by HZE particles showed serious daMage. The
number that hatthed was lower thattiCOkontrol groups, and some of the
larvae Wqre deformed (Fig. 3.8). By.,earefyl observation and microscopic
dissection, the MA-107 scientists hope:I'd-learn what pang of the eggivere
vulnerable to HZE hits. .

Much more research is needed before these studies can be applied to .the
question'of,,flow HZE particles and other radiation in spacecraft may injure.
Men and women over long periods of time It is worth noting that the eggs and
spores Carried on Apollo-Soyin in Biostack III are known to be more resistant
to x-rays t n man is.: The lethal dose (a dose that kills 50 percent of the
organisms in question) is 400 rads for humans, about 1000 rads for the eggs,
and about 000 rails for the spores,' Assuming that the damage by HZE
cosmic rays similar to the damage by x -rays, nit and women, should be

lays than the small organisms carried on Apollo;more vulnerable cos
Soyuz.

Malformation's of 'Artemla sauna induced by HZE particles that penetrated their
eEs; :



thiestio. for Diec'Ussion
(Cosmic Rays)

12. Why should high Z p ic.les make larger tracks and cause more
biological damage 'than protons of the-skme kinetic energy? s'

HZE cosmic rayS expected to show thesame latitude effec slower
energy cosmic, rays? ,

14. At any one moment, did cosmic rays come in OA to-Soyuz equally
from all sides?

15, Can you tell Which way the 1-1ZE particle moved al ng the track in.
Figure 3.5?

26=



iScussion Topics (Answers to Questions)
(See.' 1D) A cosmic ray Iwould be conipletely described by its speed.

.(usually given as kinetic energy E), ion charge Z (positive), mass A.in atomic ,

mass Units, and direction.of motion (two angles needed). Note that beCause
.the ions are completely stripped of electrons, theatomic number Z specifiesA
(because A is aPproxiMately 2Z fOr most elements).

2: (Sec. lb). Venus has no magnetic field, and therefore no Van Allen belt,

.3. (Sec. ID) Changes in the Earth's magnetic field detected by comparing
themagnetism of old (dated) rocks.with the present field direetion could be
due to two causes: (a) the currents in the Earth'S core changed, therebY
changing the' magnetic dipole, or (b) continental drift (see Pamphlet V)
Moved the rocks from where they were formed to a different place.

,

4. (Sec. 1D) If the Earth's atmosphere were drawn on Pigure 1.1, it would:
extend only-1 millimeter or so above the circle representing the Earth. The
.electronS and protons of the Van Allen belt are reflected heel in the, polar
regions much higher than this HoweVer, if the atmosphere were ,10 times

, thicker, it' would interfere with the north-south oscillations of the electroni
and protonS'at each end. The electrons and protons would be absorbed and the
Van Allen-het would be eliminated: ,

S. (Sec, ID) j.eid has higher density(1173 gin/cm3) than alirminual (2.7
ginkm.3); therefore, a lead shield of 1-centimeter,thickness has much more
mass. Its the mass per unit area that absorbs cosmic rays-and x-rays, so I.
centiinekr °Head is the better shield. (The production, of secondary gamma
raSis in both shieldsmore in leadmakesan accurate answer More complex
than this.) Living tissues hays a density near 1 grn/cm3.

6. (See. '1 p) Your head is about 16 centimeters.or 160 OW micrometers
thick, The 20007inegaelectronvolt Cosmic ray would therefqe lose 1.6.,x 106
Iciloelectionvolts Or 1600 megaelectronvolts And come oqt with only 400
.inegaelectronVolis of energy. 7 t

7: (Sec. 2E) If.the astronauts had counted flashes before their eyes had
adapted to darkness, they might have missed some- of,the smaller, faifiter
flashes at fhe beginning of the experiment. ThePrineipal Investigatbr wanted
the 'same eye sensitivity to flashes throughout the eiperiment.

8. (Sec: 2E) At high latitudes, the astronauts counted 63 flashes in 63 ,

minutes; near the Equator, theycounted only 19 flashes in 30minutes, which
is equivalent to 40 flashes in 63 minutes. The higher rate at high. latitude,



.

shows thafthe intensity' ef cosmic rays there more nearly resembles the
intensity of cosini4 raygar from the Earth where the rate was 2 or 3 flashes Per
minute. (Note that the 'Earth cuts the cosmic-ray intensity in half for a
16w-orbiting spaci'craft because if shields one side, On the way to the Moon,
Apollo had no such Earth shield.) The ratio of streaks to stars and commas was
21 to 42 for high latitudes and 5 to 14 near the Equator: These ratios may show
some differences in the.ltinds of cosmic rays coming in to polar and equatorial
regions. (There is also some question about the relative sensitivity of different
astronauts' eyes to flashes, but the individual reports are not. available.)

9.,(Sec. 2E) Figure 2.3 .shows that the field of view" (Pamphlets II and
III) of the. MA-106 cosmicray telescope Was about 77°.: That is there is a
cone in which all the rays were counted: 12 millimeters wide at the top,
coming to a point at thetpter, 'arid 12 millimeters Wide at the bottom,
15 millimeters below.yhea4le of'this cone iShalf the field of View, and tan

O. 6/7.5' = 0.80, an = 38.r. The teleScope missed'all the rayscoming
.

in from the sides (and -a few between the jtindtion strips).

10. (Sec. 2E) If,the flash rate were much higher, an astronaut might see two
or three flashes almost at once and think that he saw only one Then he would
report fewer than the actual number of flashes. .

11. '(Sec. 2E) If 5000-megaelectronvolt neon ions are somedu fired into
human' es, they Should produce Cerenkov radiation' in the eyeball. These
would be een as "diffuse clouds" (Fig.- 2.1) 2 kit

12. (Sec. 3D) The larger electri charge on a high:Z ion produCei strong
electric forces that extend farther out on all sides than do those from a proton
(Z The ionization along'the ion- path thus extendSfarther. out in
plastic or living tissue and affects a larger volume along its,track.

13. (Sec, 3D) The ' bending" of a cosmic ray by theEartli"spagnetic field
in Figure 1,1 is caused by a force perpendicular to toth. the field and the
particle'S velocity vector v. This force is proliortional to the ion's charge'? and

' speed y, butthe acceleration is inversely proportional to its mass A , which is
much larger for high?. Therefore 1-IZE Particles aretleflected,lesSlbecause
-large pi also because the acceleration produces less bending, at higher
speed. (The "radius of ;curyature is proportional to Av/Z). The latitude effect
will thin ..he smaller for FEE cosmic rays.

14.: (Sec. 3D) The Earth is an effective shield,:s6 there were never' any
cosmic rays Coming-upfroni Earthioward ApokSoyuz.

Vr,4
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15. (Sec. ID) thileis the. track ends, there is no way to tell which way the
cosmic ray was, moving. (Howevei, it is more likely the ray. came from the
bottem end of Biostack III, which faCed the Apollo cabin wall, unless Apollo
was rolled so that the wall faCed Earth.) .



INnaten nationai Systein (Sly Units
. .

and..conycrsion. factors of SI units used in.tties e.pallttpliNs: .
. . .

of unit

106 eins'4,=., 35 fts

1 iiz.= 1cycleisec
r 1 kHz r- 1000 cytles/sec

1 MHz = 106 cycles/see,.
.

-
_

tiOth3:-= 0:001 ginien13
density of water



, Name, of atilt

joule I .J = 9.259 calorie

1 = .1 EseC

Conversion factor



Unit. Prefixes

Prefix AbbreviatiOn Factor-by whkh unit,
is multiplied

tera

gigs

mega

kilo

fleet°

centi

micro

nano

pico
;

T

c

:P

101.2

jos ,
108

log

1012

10-6

10-12

Peen** of 10

%,Igcreiasing Decreasing

-102= 100

000

iO4 = 10 006, etc.

Examples:

2 x 10° ;7.2000 000.

10-2 = 1,40K4 6,0
10-3 = .1 /1000 0.001

10-4 = 1/10 000 = '0,000 1, etc.

Example:

. 5.67: X 10-5 = 0.000 056 7' .

d'c 103° =-1 followed by 30 zeros;



'..Glossary :

References to sections, Appendix A (answers to questions) ancl"figutes
included in the entries. ThoSe in :italic' type are the most helpfttf.
/4C1(Cd) crystal silver chloridehwith a small amount of cadmiuntadded;
' "used to record cosmic; ray (Secs. 2C, 3, 3A; Fig: 2.2)
altilikOrticle a helium atom (Z 2) with two electronS removed; the helium

nuClOttg:

Ceclenkov radiatio the.Viiible:light emitted by a particle traveling near the
speed of light when it enters a substance wherethe velocity of light is less
than the particle's speed. (Secs. 2, 2A, 2E;. App. A, no. 11)

CN (cellulose nitrate) a plastic in. which HZE tracks can be etched with
NaOH (Sec. 3A; Figs.-3:2, 3:5) */

COnvestigator a scientist Working with the Principal Investigatoton a
NASA experiment. ;

control grOup a group of individuals (spores, seeds, eggs, people) with the
same characteristics as the experimental group and treated the same-way
except foLthe one factor (such as:exposure to cosmic iSys)"that is bang
tested by the experiment. (Seo:Aqi Fig. 3.7)

cosmic ray an extremely high .65;41Jon; a stripped atomic nucleus. Solar
cosmic rays are blown out of the Sun; galactic cosmic rays arrive from all
directions. (Sets, I , 1A, 1B to 5E; App. A, nos:1,5, 6, 8, 9,13 to 15;.Figs.
.1.1, 2.3, 2.5, 3,2, 3.3) See HZE, ion, kadiation, frock; also see Pamphlets" :
II and

count one pulse' of current or voltage frorn,a detector, indicating the passage
of a photon or particle through the detector: (Secs. 1B,2C) See telescope.

Light A:fishes were counted by astronauts fOr Experiment MA-106. (Secs.
1C, 2B., 2C; App. A, nos. 7, 8, 10; Fig. 2.5)

cyclotron a machine that produces very high Speed (high-energy) ions by
whirling them around in a magnetia field. (Sec. 2A; Fig. 2.1)

disintegration star several particle track's, froM 100 to 200 micrometers
king, starting froM one point, showing the explosion of an atomic nucleus:"
(Secs. 3A, 3C;:Fig. 3.4)

electronvolt (eV) a unit of ene*eljual to the kinetic energy or an electron
accelerated from rest by) 1000 electronvolts = 1 kiloelectronVolt;.
1000 kiloelectronvolts,1 :4.itiegaelectronvolt. or 1r.6 x 10-'3 joule.

entulsiop..the sensitive -11)44.,Cii' photographic film. Some emulsions are ''`

spe9iliPi:*401.1factured to detect tracks of ions'. (Sec. 3A).
'etch ti4 liS0e a'plastic where a cosmic ray has changed the composition of

' the plUtic along its track.,The.etching of CN and Lexan plastic is done with
NaOH. (Secs. 3A, 3B;,Fig. 3:5)

garniha rays very high energy photons Of:iiiivelength shorter than x-rays and



energy higher than x-rays (higher than abont log kiloelectronvolts).
.Ganuna rays are produced by nuclear reactions and other 'procesSes in
distant regions of space. (Secs. 1131 IC; App. A, no.. 5) See Pamphlet II:

Greenivich mean time (GMT) the time of an event, from 0 at midnight to 12
houri at noon to 24 hours at midnight, as measured at 0° lengitUde
(Greenwich, near London, England); used on space missions to avoid
contusion with other time zones. See Pamphlet

HZE particles cosmic rays with high atomic number Z and high kinetic
energy E; atomic nuclei of atomic number Z greater than 6 and energy E
greater than 100 megaelectronvOlts. (Secs. 3A, 3B, 3C; App. A, no 13.
Figs. 3.5, 317, 3.8)

ion an atoni. with one or more electrons removed or, more rarely, added.
Cosmic-raY ions have all electrons removed and ionize other atoms as they
pass them at high speed. (Secs. IA, 1C,2 to 2C, 3A; App. A, nos: 1, 11 to

junction the interface between two solid materials. A siliCon solid-State
junction passes a pulse of current when a cosmic ray paSses through, (Sec.
2C; App. A, no. 9; Fig. 2.3)

kiloelectronvbIt (keV) See ekctronvolt.
latitude effect the decrease` of cosmic-ray intensity on Earth froth' high

latitudes to the Equator. (Secs. IA, 213, 2D; ApP. A, nos. 8,.13)
LET (linear-energy transfer) the energy loit from 'a cosmic ray. per

micrometer along its track as it passes through living tissue: It is also celled
"stopping power." (Secs. IC, 1D, 2C, 2D, 3A; Fig..,)..3)

Lexan polycarbonate plastic in Which HZE tracks can be etched with NaOH.
(Sec. 3A; Fig. 3.2) j .

MA-106 the Light Flasl)Experiment on the Apollo-SoYuz mission. (Secs. 1,
2A, 2C, 2D; App. Al no 9; Figs. 2.2 to 2.5)

MA-107 the Biostack III Experiment. (Secs. 1,3, 3A to 3C; Figs. 3:.1 to 3.3)
magnetic dipole a bar magnet with a north pole at one end.and a south pole at

the other. Electric current in a coil of wire-produces a similar magnetic
dipole. (Sec. 1A; App. A, no 3; Fig.:./ I )

magnetic field the strength of the niagnetiC force on a unit magnetic pole in a.
region of spice affected by magnets or electric currents. (Secs. 1A, ID;
App. A, nos. 2, 3, 13; Fig. /./) .

magnetic linerof force theoretical lines giving the direction of the &me on a
test magnetic pole at any place.in a magnetic field. (Sec. IA; Fig: 1.1)

magnetosphere a region around the Earth which the solar wind cannot
penetrate because of the Earth's magnetic` field: (Sec. 1A) -

megaelectronyolt.(Mey) See electronvolt.
micrometer (p.m) one-millionth of a meter; formerly called. a micron.



Milky. Way Galaxy, a disk - shaped group of more than 100 billion stars,
including our Sun. (Sec. 1A) See pamphlet II.

mutation a change in the DNA (deOxyribonucleic acid) "code," usually
caused by a cosmic. ray,passing thrOugh the nucleus of a cell, that controls
development. The developed organism, a mutant, differs from others in its
specie (Sec. 3)

NaOH sodium hydroxide, a strong chemical used to etch CN and Lexan
plastic so that cosmic -ray tracks thrOugh the plastic will show. (Secs. 3A,

3B) .

nutrient Jelly a Culture Medium made of agar, sugai,;,:vater, and other
materials needed as food by growing bacteria. (Sec. 3C)'

orbit the .path followed by a satellite around an astronomical body such as the
Earth or Moon. The orbit numtiei was used on Apollo-SoYuz to identify the
time. (Secs. 2C; 2D; Figs. 2.4,2.5)

pion an unstable nuclear particle (meson) of mass between the electron and
the proton that can cause an atomic nucleus to explode. (Sec. 3A)

Principal Investigator the individual responsible for a space experitnent and
for reporting the results.

proton a positiyely. .chatged atomic particle, the nucleus of the hydrogen
atom. Ionized,hydrogen is made up of separated protons and electrons.
(Secs. I to It. 2, 2B, 3A, 3D; App. A, nos. 4, 12; Fig. 1.1)

PVA (polyvinyl alcohol) an inert glue used to hold small.spores, seeds, and
eggs to a plastic sheet in the BiOstack III Experiment. (Sec. 3A; Figs; 3,2 ,

rad .(radiation absorbed dose) a unit of radiation damage to living
organisms; equal to I0 -5 joule absorbed per gram of tissue. (Secs. /C; 3C)

radiation a term used loosely to include cosmic-ray particles and high-energy
proams, as well as penetrating, electromagnetic waves (x -rays and gamma°
rays): (Secs. 1, I A, 1B, IC; 3C)

retina the region at the back of the eyeball, formed of nerve ends sensitive to
light. Light is focused thereby the lens at the front of the eye. (Sees. 2 to

shield an absorbing material that prevents the passage' f radiation or reduces
its intensity. (Secs. I; I B; App. A, nos. 5, 8, 14)

-Skylab a very large space .workshop that NASA put into orbit; on May 14;
1973. :It was visited by three astronaut crews who Worked on scientific
:experiments in space for a total of 172 days. (Secs. 1 to 1C, 2, 2B)

solar wind.a stream.of ioniied gas, mostly protons and electrons, blown out
of the Sun at high speed (20 km/sec) on all sides. (Sec. 1 A)

South Atlande Anomaly (SAA) an irregularity in the Earth's magnetic field,
east of Brazil, where the radiation in the Van Allen belt is very intense.
(Secs:1A, 2, 2B to 2D; Fig. 2.4)



if

4 ,
spore a small seed-germthat can grow into a rnicrObe45ri plant such as a fern.

Spores of bacteria (about .I micrometer in size) were used in Experiment
MA-107. (Secsi 1, 3 to 3B, 3C; Figs: 3.6, 3.7)

telescope an instriment for measuring the direction of incoming rays. (Secs.
2C, 'A, no 9; Fig. 2.3)

track the path of a cosmic ray through a substance :that is changed by the
passage of a high-speed ion. Photographic emulsion must be delielopecl and
CN and lexan _plastic etched to show the tricks: "Latent tracks" in
AgCI(Cd) crystals disappear unless the crystals are illuminated by yellow
light. (Secs. 2C, 3A, 3B, 3D; App. A; no 15; Figs. 3.2 , 3.3, 3,..4,3.5

ultraviolet inYisible light of waYelengths less than 4000 angstroms (400
nanometers), ,shorter than those of visible light. (Sec. 1B) ,

.Van Allen belt a °doughnut-shaped region around the Earth from abouf.320 to
32 400 kilometers (2042( to 20 000 miles) above-the magnetic squator,
where high-speed proton§. and electrons oscillate nerth-south in the Earth's
magnetic field: (Secs. .11.Nik, 113, ID, 2; App. A,: nos. 2, 4; Fig. 1.1)

weightlessness the .ccindition of free fall or zero7g in which objects in an
Orbiting spacecraft are weightless. (Secs. 1, 3C)

x rays electromagnetic ration of very slrt wavelength (about 0.1 to 400

"

angstroms,:or 0.01 .to manometers)-and energy (about 100
electronvolts to. 100 kiloelectronyolts):.(Secs. 1B, IC, 3C; App. A, no 5)
See Pamphlet 11.. .

atomic number; or the number of electrons' in atom CoSrnic'r'ay's
, rims with 'all 'elections removed; is,,,,.-!9.11.1.,

APP.' A, nos. 1, 12, 13)
are Z. (Sec C' t'''
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